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About This Content

Vermintide is back – darker, bloodier and more intense than ever!
Warhammer: Vermintide 2 is the sequel to the critically acclaimed Vermintide. The time has arrived to revisit the fierce firstperson co-op slaughter-fest featuring visceral and ground breaking melee action, set in the apocalyptic End Times of the warravaged Warhammer Fantasy Battles world .
Our 5 heroes have returned to take on an even greater threat – the combined forces of a malevolent and destructive Chaos army
and the swarming Skaven horde. Prepare to be challenged like never before as you and your team desperately try to survive the
never-ending onslaught. Choose between 15 different careers, climb the talent trees, customize your arsenal to fit your unique
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play style, fight your way through a myriad of stunning levels, and challenge yourself in our new Heroic Deeds System. The only
thing standing between utter defeat and victory is you and your allies. If you fall - so will the Empire.

KEY FEATURES
5 Heroes with 15 Career Paths

Choose between 15 unique careers, each with different appearances, abilities, talents and weapons.

Relentless 4 Player Cooperative Experience
The combined forces of Chaos and Skaven are savage and merciless, and it will take a coordinated team effort to make it out
alive.

Chaos and Skaven Working Together

Prepare to face a threat of unparalleled magnitude as the Chaos and Skaven armies have formed a dark pact to plunge the world
into death and decay. Our heroes will face a horde of hostile combatants in a variety of shapes and sizes.

Fight Overwhelming Enemy Hordes
Facing the infinite numbers of the Skaven combined with the brutal strength of the Chaos army, the heroes must stand together
and their fight must strike a balance between sound tactics and fury to overcome unimaginable odds.

The Heroic Deeds System
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Experience unique scenarios and intense trials with our new Heroic Deeds System - consumable quests that will dramatically
alter enemy composition, level settings, weapon use and mission objectives.

Talent Trees and Progression
Level up your heroes and climb the talent tree of your chosen career, unlocking new abilities and gaining access to powerful
gear along the way.

The Adventure Continues

Explore a wide range of breathtaking new levels set in and around Helmgart, a fortress city protecting the Bretonnian border of
the Empire.

New Improved Loot System
At the end of each mission, you will be rewarded with relevant loot - weapons, consumable quests, trinkets, hats, crafting
material and more - all applicable to your chosen career.
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Title: Warhammer: Vermintide 2 - Collector's Edition Upgrade
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Fatshark
Publisher:
Fatshark
Franchise:
Warhammer
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: 64-bit Windows 7, 64-bit Windows 8 (8.1) or 64-bit Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core i5-2300 @ 2.80 GHz / AMD FX-4350 @ 4.2 GHz
Memory: 6 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 5870
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 65 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Pretty fun, not big enough community, blow stuff up. They even have a discord server. If you are a console gamer, this is a good
game to transition to, especially because of controller support. It's more optimized than Fallout. Have fun with this, and bring
more of your friends into the community! It's kinda lonely here! Other than that, this game is an amazing work of art. The
developers talk to you in the discord server! Imagine Duck Game but tanks and more whistles and less quacks. It's a perfect
game for even an intel compute stick. All in all, this game is amazing and I would love for more people to play.. + can arrest
people from the start with the dungeon
+ police blimps are cool
+ rangers are cool (probably too expensive though)
+ 'socialist state' objectives giving me 20 free gardens makes me happy - I love gardens
+ quest is penultimo based
The spy actions are neutral, sure you can steal stuff from others, but they also steal from you.
- quest story was dissapointing; very weak plot
- APCs are meh
- enemy spies blow up expensive buildings (always my distillery and sometimes the cigar), only an issue early in game
- rangers don't vernture far enough to make their exploring function worthwhile
- DLC is too expensive to say it's worth $27 AUD I paid for it
OVERALL
Not bad, but nothing fabulous either. Only thing I really care for is the dungeon to fill that annoying niche of being unable to
deal with criminals early on. And my free gardens. Recommended if you really love tropico, or if it goes on sale.. Damn, I think
I'm the first to M'buy this game.
I have a little bit of experince with HTML , I learned it for a year.
If this game would have been invented before,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I would have tell my teacher to go
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 herself and show her this game.
It is a user-friendly game, easy to understand with visual example, you don't have to be a smart person to get the idea.
If you want to learn HTML this is the game for you, buy it instead of wasting a year of your life on how to do a hyper link...
+It's Co-Op!. First -> sry for bad englando :)
Second -> WTF is this?!?!?!
This game has only the most basic elements of basic elements of the whole shooter genre. And the game itself isn\u00b4t
good....
1. If you are a foreigner who can\u00b4t read chinese characters you are f*cked! Because the game doesn\u00b4t explain
anything.
(I am a foreigner and I can read something, but that doesnt help here).
2. I think there are 3 modes (I "think" because I can\u00b4t read the names)
- 2.1. Something like a campaign (or only a tutorial) -> but already in the first seconds of the game you don\u00b4t know what
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you have to do. You are locked between 2 doors and left\/right of you are a shooting-range and a small river --> What you must
do to get away from this place? what is the mission\/target? --> I have no clue...
There is only one signature which (maybe) will show you what you have to do, but the explantion is only in chinese characters...
I pushed every button on the mouse\/Keyboard multiple times but nothing worked. And by some buttons-functions you
don\u00b4t even know whats going on... --> So this mode is already over before it began.
-2.2. Something like a (online) multiplayer --> but I think nobody plays the game so its nearly worthless
-2.3. Something like a match-system with bots --> The funny thing is, some of the maps doesn\u00b4t start and bring you back
to the main-menu of the game. And sometimes the other maps which works without problems, can\u00b4t be suddenly startetd
(it changed from time to time, lol). Why you can sometimes start a match and sometimes you can\u00b4t and brings you
automatically back to the game-menu???
By the way, the matches with the bots are the only real game experince and it is super bad. The teammembers are only clones of
each others. Sometimes I get shoot-hits but when I am looking around there are no enemies --> I think in theses times I get
friendly fire dmg from my bot-team-members, but I don\u00b4t even stand between my bot-friends and the bot-enemies so why
they shoot me? lol
- The game has without the main-menu and the Beginning of a bot-match-Music no soundtrack. The sounds are not very good
but it\u00b4s acceptable.
Is there a good thing in the game? --> maybe yes, if you are learning chinese. Maybe you can learn what the chinese words for
"medic" or something else is. And what I especially liked was a place in the main-menu where you can get some informations (I
think its abouts differently drugs and their effects etc.). Its for sure interesting for chinese-learners who are advanced enough to
understand it (but I understand nothing :D:D:D) -> I think this is the coolest part of the game
I thought this game will be very cool, (my first chinese game) with chinese anti-drugs police vs drug dealers and sh*t like that.
And I thought if you have enough passion than you can play it without the language problems anyway. --> But finally the game
is just bad.
I got the game with a reduced price and its still a waste :\/. Nice but Hard :). 10\/10
The Devs decided the main game was way to easy. So they added two bosses with restistance to everything. I am on new game
plus. I haven't had much of an issue with the main game bosses. I thought i could take these guys. I was so so sorely mistaken..
Quite a fun arcade style platformer.
Recommend using an arcade stick for that authentic feel! xD.
'
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i really liked these player profile especially fallen and get right. it just lodes a box of code then quits anyadvice. Great game,
even better if you grew up in the 70-80s. The amount of different characters you recognise that you had forgot about is amazing.
They have packed a lot of references in there. I won't name them as half the fun is recognising them and shouting it out.
The game is an obvious clone of Paperboy but in my opinion it is much better and more fun to play. Plus you don't need a
bicycle controller to play it! I find it easier to play with a controller. Unfortunately the game does not support a controller but I
use Pinnacle to get around this. There are only 4 keys anyway so its not really an issue.
The difficulty level is spot on leading you to the feeling of "Just one more go" and one more go becomes 10 more goes etc...
Highly recommended at the full price.. So nice you buy it twice!. Quite simply, the narration in this game deserves an award all
on it's own
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